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CCCC Convention to Focus 

on Teaching of Writing 

in Changing Times, for 

New Student Population 

The nation's college teachers of writing will converge on Chicago in March for the Annual 

Convention of the Conference on College Composition and Communication. The event begins 

with preconvention workshops Wednesday, March 21, and a 10 a.m. Opening General Session 

Thursday, March 22. It continues through Saturday afternoon, March 24. 
The convention theme is "Strengthening Community through Diversity:' Program chair 

Donald Mc.Quade of the University of California-Berkeley calls the meeting an opportunity for 

faatlty in writing programs "to consolidate the remarkable achievements of the past few decades" 

in "composition theozy, research, and classroom practice"-achievements that confirm "the pro
ductive results of taking intellectual risks" and show that "access;' "excellence;' and "diversity" are 

compatible in theozy and practice. 

Among topics to be featured in more than 330 sessions and interest-group meetings are com

puters and writing, research on composing processes, instruction for students who speak English 

as a second language, business and technical communication, writing centers, the teaching of ad

vanced composition, collaborative writing, and writing across the curriatlum. More sessions 

than ever before will focus on social, racial, ideological, and gender issues in relation to writing, 

and on effective ways faatlty in writing programs can respond to the changing demographics of 
the student population. 

Among other program highlights: critic and social theorist Stanley Amowitz discussing 

atltural studies and discourse; anthropologist and linguist Shirley Brice Heath speaking on the 

essay and genres of evezyday discourse; writing theorist Kenneth Bruffee discussing collaborative 

learning and the authority of teachers; and a roundtable, ''Professing the New Rhetoric;' featur

ing James Berlin, Ann E. Berthoff, Wayne Booth, and others. 

In other sessions, Peter Elbow, Lillian Bridwell-Bowles, and Richard Larson will discuss the use 

of writing portfolios; Jerome Beaty, Bharati Mukherjee, and other panelists will talk about ethnic 

writers and readers; and Mike Rose, Glynda Hull, and additional panelists will examine new 

concepts of remediation. The various formats for 1990 sessions include "podium" programs 

featuring one well-known speaker, "think-tanks" centered on current concerns, and opportunities 

for speakers with opposing views on an issue to debate. 

Chicago writers to be honored at a Thursday night celebration include poet Gwendolyn 

Brooks, columnist Mike Royko, and social historian Studs Terkel. Exhibits of professional 

materials, a software sampler, a poetzy-sharing forum, and a participatozy Rhetoricians' Humor 

Night are additional features of the Chicago convention. Deborah Holdstein of Governors State 

University heads the committee on local arrangements for the CCCC Convention. 

For information and registration forms, request a copy of the CCCC Preview from the 

Membership Service Representative, NCTE, 1111 Kenyon Road, Urbana, IL 61801. 
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Notes on Contributors 

Kathryn Schladweiler teaches in the English Department at Mankato State University, 

Mankato , Minnesota 

William D. Dyer teaches in the English Department at Mankato State University, 

Mankato, Minnesota 

Emilio DeGrazia teaches in the English Department at Winona State University, 

Winona, Minnesota 

Victoria Amador teaches at Brown Institute in Minneapolis, Minnesota 

Judy F. Parham, teaches in the English Department at St. Cloud State University, St. 

Cloud, Minnesota 

Linda Hunter is the President of the Minnesota Council of Teachers of English and 

Language Arts, Director of the Academic Support Center and an Instructor in the 

English Department, St. Olaf College, Northfield, Minnesota 




